
Making a sign can be challenging even if it's just a few words or a symbol. But if you

need some inspiration on how to make one, then take a look at all our examples right

here!

Sign Ideas and Examples

The following examples listed are the best sign designs that you can use for your own

needs. Scroll down and you might see something that will inspire the appearance of the

sign you wish to make.

Safety Sign Ideas and Examples

Maintaining safety is very important. Take a look at our safety signs examples and see

how it's done.

https://www.template.net/editable/687/safety-sign


Unique Ideas for Traffic Sign Examples



With a well made traffic sign, the roads will be absent of accidents and a smooth flow of

traffic.

Danger Sign Ideas and Examples

https://www.template.net/editable/81901/traffic-warning-signs-vector


It is important for people to know there is something dangerous ahead. With that in

mind, check out how our danger signs are designed.

Warning Sign Ideas and Examples

https://www.template.net/editable/danger-sign


Whether it's reminding people of certain rules, a weather report, or a road sign, we got

them all here with our warning sign examples. Take a look at how you can design your

next one.

Ideas for Construction Sign and Examples

Construction sites can be very dangerous so it is vital that both workers and civilians

have a heads up. Take a look at our construction signs for inspiration.

https://www.template.net/pro/40949/warning-site-entrance-sign
https://www.template.net/editable/construction-signs


Bathroom Sign Ideas and Examples



Whether the bathroom is for men, women, or staff only, putting up a sign can help

anyone figure it out. Check out our bathroom signs to see how you can design yours.

Sign Making Ideas and Examples for Parking

Parking signs are important so people will know whether parking on a certain spot is

acceptable.

https://www.template.net/pro/30190/beach-wedding-bathroom-signs-card
https://www.template.net/pro/50459/school-parking-sign


Business Sign Ideas and Examples



Hanging signs on your place of business is a fun way to get certain messages across.

Check out our business signs and be inspired by the eye-catching designs.

Welcome Sign Ideas and Examples

https://www.template.net/editable/506/business-sign


Make your visitors feel welcomed by making a homely welcome sign. Check out our

example here that you can use for your own.

FAQs

https://www.template.net/editable/50460/school-welcome-sign


What is a safety sign?

A safety sign is a sign used to indicate an area such as a road or any other environment

is safe to be in.

Why do businesses use the signs?

Businesses such as a pub or a store make use of signs so that customers can be aware of

something right away just by looking at the sign.

What are hazard warning signs?

Hazard warning signs are signs used to warn people of danger such as a slippery road

during the wintery season or construction work outdoors.

What makes a good sign?

A good sign is informative, attention-grabbing, and present in a place where everyone

can see it.

What is the difference between a warning sign and a caution?

A warning sign is placed in an area that one must avoid at all costs while a caution sign

is placed in the area where one can still be in but have to be careful.

Why are signs so effective?

Signs are a great way to spread information to people with just a few words (or none at

all) and without needing to repeat it.

What is the standard size for warning signs?

The standard size for warning signs is 16” x 20” inches.

Why do we need signs on the road?

Signs on the road can effectively communicate with drivers who rely more on visual

forms of communication than verbal ones.

What do diamond-shaped signs indicate?

Diamond-shaped signs are used to indicate a warning.



What are speed limit signs?

Speed limit signs are signs that instruct drivers to drive at a specific speed while on the

road to avoid accidents.


